
Future Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

______________________________________________________ with
such a field to the hand of genius?
1.

(when/fresh subjects for description/want/?)

When will fresh subjects for description be wanting

Then I __________________ you very soon.2. (not/see)won't be seeing

He __________________ to see me.3. (wish)will be wishing

I know you ___________________ this letter for six months or so, but at
least it will tell you where I am.
4.

(not/read)
won't be reading

Oh, yes, we ________________________ to learn that lesson yet, but will
be fighting against each other!
5.

(not/begin)
will not be beginning

Our three friends _______________________ quiet and alone, but each
will be hurrying about to help the others.
6.

(not/stand)
will not be standing

And if you send him either to prison or an asylum-but you
___________________ him!
7.

(not/send)won't be sending

_____________________ to see in that airt?8. (who/he/go/?)Who'll he be going

You ___________________ for dogs when you get there.9. (not/look)won't be looking

He's not in bad shape, but he __________________ for a week or two.10.
(not/fly)

won't be flying

Anyway, he _________________ back to Europe.11. (not/go)won't be going

________________________ the cow?12. (it/not/deceive/?)Won't it be deceiving

She'll be better fed here at home, and she ___________________ wild.13.
(not/run)

won't be running

He _________________ for you there.14. (wait)'ll be waiting

_________________________ that?15. (how/I/explain/?)How'll I be explaining
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If we love a person we ___________________________ his failings all
the time.
16.

(not/point out)
will not be pointing out

You two ____________________ about the races, I know.17. (not/think)won't be thinking

_________________________________ this way and that, over a ditch
or up the side of a rock?
18.

(why/you/always/jump/?)
Why will you always be jumping

____________________________ us at the palazzo, the Lady Fortunato
and the rest?
19.

(they/not/await/?)
Will not they be awaiting

It will take effect the first of the month, and, owing to illness in his family,
he _____________________ any lectures before then.
20.

(not/give)will not be giving
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